At first glance, one might assume that this essay serves an ironic purpose for a special issue of Theatre Journal focused on the visual image, since for the most part it is concerned with seeing nothing. However, it takes that nothing seriously and invites readers to consider the seeing of nothing, in the form of theatrical darkness, as a rich and complex visual experience. Using the example of two recent works of performance that drew spectatorial attention toward or into darkness, I examine its potential in performance not only as a condition for playing, immersion, or imagination (as in the recent trend for "theatre in the dark"), but also as the "stuff" of vision-both its object and medium. I suggest that the peculiarity of looking at and in darkness needs to be considered aside from the social and physical conditions of blindness and blackness that are often assumed to be its corollaries. What does it mean to look at darkness per se-at an absence of light rather than its representation? What sort of visual object is darkness, and what can it tell us about looking more widely? In what ways can theatre be thought of in respect of visuality or visual culture if there is no thing, or things, to be seen? This assumes of course that darkness is neither a thing nor seeable, both positions I seek to challenge. Darkness, I propose, is a threshold state for seeing, and when confronted with seeing nothing one is forced to consider not only what it is that one is seeing, but also how it is that one may be doing so at all. In considering this I examine experiences of looking at and in darkness in two recent performances: James Macdonald's 2016 production of Caryl Churchill's Escaped Alone at the Royal Court in London, and Tino Seghal's This Variation as part of his Carte Blanche à Tino Sehgal retrospective at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris in that same year. Although quite different works, in each of them darkness was deployed to present not only the loss of surface (and thus knowable space and objects), but also served as a visual and aesthetic experience in its own right rather than as a counterpoint to areas of light or an allusion to spiritual, psychological, or political concerns. In both Escaped Alone and This Variation, I suggest, the aesthetics of darkness and the visual sensibility they afford provide a sense of the potential presence and movement of others that paradoxically risk being lost or obscured in a cultural milieu of ubiquitous illumination.
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Looking at the Dark beyond the Blackness
In 2014 Surrey NanoSystems, a spin-off company from the University of Surrey's Advanced Technology Institute, announced the launch of Vantablack, a new synthetic substance that, it claimed, is the world's darkest. Using a "forest" of carbon nanotubes to absorb visible, ultraviolet, and some infrared light, Vantablack reflects only a tiny amount of the light that strikes it. Alongside proposals for a range of commercial and research applications from cameras to satellites, the company's website also suggests that the product has "aesthetic applications." Its absorption of 99.965 percent of light "deceives the eye," and as a result the company claims that " [t] hree-dimensional features are made to appear flat, and contrast takes on new meaning. The oft-used expression 'it's like staring into a black hole' goes some way to describing the effect, and explains the artistic and emotional appeal of a colour that appears everywhere."
1
Having made this compelling claim, the company then contrives to disappoint, as artistic use of the product is licensed "exclusively to Kapoor Studios UK to explore its use in works of art."
2 The purchase of the aesthetic rights to this acme of blackness in 2016 by Kapoor Studios-the corporate arm of the British sculptor and artist Anish Kapoor-caused some consternation among other artists. The Mail on Sunday reported the painter Christian Furr as saying " [t] his black is like dynamite in the art world. We should be able to use it. It isn't right that it belongs to one man."
3 For himself, Kapoor has (perhaps somewhat disingenuously) described his relationship with Surrey NanoSystems as a "collaboration." Acknowledging that Vantablack is a technically difficult material to produce, he proposes that his desire for aesthetic applications can drive its possibilities forward: "I say, 'C'mon guys-we can make it bigger and we can make it applicable in others ways. '" 4 Putting pretensions to innovation to one side, what appears to motivate Kapoor in his desire to use Vantablack in his art is a recognition of the affective powers of this "blackest of blacks": " [p] erhaps the darkest black is the black we carry within ourselves. . . . It's not the night where you switch the lights off-it's the night where you close your eyes. There's a psycho side to blackness that we don't associate with other colours readily."
5
Leaving aside the narrowness of a concern for aesthetics that Surrey NanoSystems' sole licensing of Vantablack appears to suggest, Kapoor's possessiveness is in keeping with longstanding interests in the arts for not only the metaphorical or iconic powers of dark imagery in the visual arts, but also for the communicative powers of darkness itself. This is perhaps most famously exploited in the black squares composed by Kasimir Malevich between 1915 and 1930, in which the artist sought not to represent through painting, but to allow the single color to achieve its own aesthetic status. We can also find precursors in the inward swirl of shadows in J. M. W. Turner's Shade and Darkness: The Evening of the Deluge (1843), more than half a century before Malevich's black squares; or earlier still, in the full and intense darkness that takes up so many of Caravaggio's paintings. In David with the Head of Goliath (1610), for example, the victorious boy holds forth the vanquished giant's head out of a deep darkness that takes up the majority of the canvas. In these works darkness is not presented as simply the counterweight or contrast for illuminated imagery, but as a thing to see in its own right, and is compelling because it is so full and not because it is representing something else. Both biological and cultural aspects of the visual system predispose it to seek out the contours and contrasts of objects within visible light. Faced with a visual field that baffles this, such darkness is often described as compelling the viewer to reach toward it, as if to find some tactile or haptic confirmation of a material presence that it otherwise seems to deny.
6
Although Vantablack presents something of a limit case in terms of its almost total bafflement of light, the black-painted surface remains visible as such in some respects. What distinguishes the performances examined in this essay is their deployment of darkness as a condition, or medium; one is not so much aware of looking at, as into them. This in turn invites a differing consideration of visual practice as a felt movement that engages with the materiality of darkness per se, rather than with metaphorical darknesses (inner or otherwise) that it might be thought to indicate or represent.
Alongside an ever-increasing presence of light, lights, and lighting in contemporary culture, this kinaesthetic apprehension of darkness has perhaps given rise to an increasing use of full or extended periods of darkness in theatrical performance. Although theatre-in-the-dark performance often makes use of soundscaping technology to create movement and mise en scène within its audiences' imaginations, the setting of such works within darkness does not simply facilitate the substitution of one modality (vision) with another (audition); sight persists even in the absence of light, and as I have discussed elsewhere, seeing nothing is still seeing some thing.
7 This is confirmed in philosopher Ray Sorensen's insistence not only that "we do see in total darkness," but that we see darkness as a thing within vision, rather than simply its absence.
8
Although I accept that in other circumstances it may be important not to separate darkness from blackness or shadow, for the purposes of this essay I consider it as the visible absence of light. This is in contrast to shadow on the one hand, which retains a visible presence of light (in that one can still see through it); and blackness on the other, which, as a color, remains a recognizable property of the surface of objects. Darkness, as it is experienced in the performances discussed in this essay, is a visible thing in its own right rather than a property of an object, as is the case with color (including Vantablack) or shadow.
I focus on darkness in performance not only as a condition for playing, immersion, or imagination (as in the recent trend for "theatre in the dark"), but also as the "stuff" of vision-both its object and medium. In Singularities André Lepecki warns against the conceit that the contemporary trend for staging performances and choreography in states of total darkness is a hurdle that audiences can overcome in order to "reach a dramaturgically happy ending that 'makes us see the light.'" 9 What such works offer, he argues, is "darkness as such-experiences that only darkness can bring."
10 However, once Lepecki makes this observation, he moves rather briskly from darkness per se (the absence of photic energy) to that which it might be thought to represent: "repressed dark matters" and "its pair: blackness."
11 I do not seek to take issue with Lepecki's thoughtful and necessary consideration of the "political-critical-aesthetic" alignment with blackness that the endarkened performances he discusses have enabled. I note it here as an example of how, despite its unavoidable presence in both the biology and culture of optics, "darkness as such" rarely seems allowed to remain so, before it is whisked away to stand in for something else. This is perhaps indicative of a line of thought that follows Hal Foster's well-known assertion that sight is always both a physical operation and a social fact.
12 As I discuss, despite the necessary recognition of the embodied fact of seeing, critical concerns for visuality and visual culture often appear to downplay the significance of the physical act and circumstances of seeing in making-meaning in favor of, in Dominic Johnson's words, "the more complex question of how visuality has been constructed historically as a politically invested act."
13
The historical and political shaping of seeing is certainly a matter for which theatre and performance studies is well-positioned to offer a critical vantage point, but it is one that cannot properly take in what is to be seen from it, if seeing itself has been evacuated. It thus becomes important to not only attend to the objects of vision, and to their viewers' relations with them as political and historical subjects, but also to the "physical facts" of seeing: position, condition, surface, illumination, contrast, shadow, and so on. These, I want to argue, are equally as "complex" as the politics of representation to which the discourse of visuality is so attached. To observe this is not to dispute that redoubtable current of scholarship in our discipline that has followed such works as Peggy Phelan's Unmarked (1993). As Phelan observed, visual representations are never total and always convey more than they intend.
14 In looking to what I have called physical facts while dragging the discussion a little more toward the empirical from the strictly theoretical, I am also concerned to observe W. J. T. Mitchell's cautious reminder that studies of visual culture should remain informed by the "non-cultural dimensions" of vision, or risk engaging "[t]he fallacy of overcoming the 'naturalistic fallacy.'" 15 Mitchell demands that alongside its social construction, vision be considered in terms of its "chiastic reversal": "the visual construction of the social field." 16 It is beyond the scope of this essay to examine the social field in its entirety, and the avenues it does pursue from the visual to the social are necessarily open-ended; rather, the essay begins a contemplation of how contemporary performance is engaging a quite particular set of visual modalities. The occurrence of extended and intensified darknesses falls somewhat paradoxically, I suggest, at a social and historical interval when, in the quotidian milieu at least, light and brightness have never before been as pervasive.
The works of contemporary performance discussed in this essay have asked audiences to look at and in darkness, respectively. In both instances darkness can be seen to serve as a metaphor for the kinds of inner or psycho darkness that Kapoor craves, but it also offers a more material function as an aesthetic material or object. For Kapoor, the totality of Vantablack allows for a paradoxical engagement with darkness, in which its obscurity becomes a form of revelation. A Lacanian reading of this might suggest that the external appearance of this overwhelming darkness forces the viewer's gaze back on both their own dark interior and "something totally dark and opaque that stands for absolute alterity: the otherness of the rest of the universe."
17 The darknesses used in the performances I now turn to might well stand something of this line of analysis. A psychoanalytic reading of darkness seems ready-to-hand, in that the unknown interiors of self and others quite happily sunder themselves to the obscurity or nothingness that darkness is held to represent. By contrast, time spent looking at or within darkness, as these works offer the opportunity to do, reveals a materiality that deserves its own analysis before (or even instead of) a consideration of whatever else it might be held to stand in for. As Susan Sontag asserted, there is a value in the sensory experience of artworks that is lost when an effort to engage with them on such terms is superseded by "the odd vision by which something we have learned to call 'form' is separated off from something we have learned to call 'content,' and to the well-intentioned move which makes content essential and form accessory."
18
Although darkness had been used to focus, contrast, and accentuate lit space even before the introduction of powered lighting to theatres in the nineteenth century, 19 a precedent for the use of the aesthetic potential of darkness (whether just sufficient or absolute) can be found in the scenographic innovations of Adolphe Appia in respect of what he termed "active light."
20 Although the intensifying effect of looking out of darkness at lit spaces had been acknowledged since the Renaissance, what makes Appia's scenography distinctive, Scott Palmer proposes, is that within it "selective use of 'active' light allows the surrounding dimly lit stage to bleed into our world in the darkened auditorium."
21 It is to this "bleed" of darkness between performance and auditorium spaces and to its expressive quality that I now turn. Although what follows does not refer to Appia directly, his recognition of the active possibilities of darkness sets an important precedent for my efforts to think through its presence in contemporary performances.
Looking at Darkness
In Escaped Alone most of the action takes place within a meticulously staged English suburban garden, set against a translucent cyclorama of cerulean blue. Four women, "all at least seventy," are seated in garden chairs and speak in fragments to one another of their lives, families, and memories. between the women's quotidian, almost banal gossip and the regular failure of their individual, matter-of-fact lines of thought to connect in dialogue with one another. These non-discussions are punctuated by a series of seven apocalyptic monologues by Mrs. Jarrett, who has joined the other women-Sally, Liv, and Lena-at the beginning of the play (although whether she is a neighbor or a stranger is never made apparent).
These punctuations are described in the script as "a series of afternoons" that disrupt the "summer afternoon" that otherwise prevails, and among them "the action is continuous."
23 In Macdonald's production these afternoons were quite violent breaks in the sunny hyperreality that otherwise prevailed; as the latter snapped to black, the stage behind the proscenium arch was taken over by a deep and impenetrable darkness. Seemingly hovering just in front of the arch during these moments were two neon frames, one behind the other, that appeared to be made of glowing coils like lightbulb filaments ( fig. 1 ). Between these frames stood Mrs. Jarrett (played by Linda Bassett), and during each "afternoon" she delivered a monologue describing an unidentified catastrophe, or possibly several, involving disease, famine, war, and environmental degradation. The concentration of illumination on the glowing frames at the front of the stage gave the darkened space behind it a particular intensity. As Bassett stood, hands in her coat pockets, delivering us news of disaster in the same rather chatty tone with which she addressed the other women in the garden, her minimal movementsshrugs, small turns, half-gestures-occasionally disappeared an elbow or shoulder into the voluminous darkness behind her.
Reviewers of the Royal Court production variously imagined Mrs. Jarrett's afternoons to be either "predicting a dystopian future" 24 or reporting on calamities happening beyond the security of the garden fence as "part prophet of future destruction, part refugee from some unnervingly distorted parallel present."
25 Certainly, this speaks to the unsettling content of the monologues, but what was striking visually in these moments was the very physical strain of looking at Bassett against and within this intense dark volume, an effect amplified by the light that surrounded it. Designed by Peter Mumford and built for the Royal Court by Howard Eaton Lighting, the effect inverted the commonplace relationship between light and dark in the theatre, in which the latter serves as a negative space of contrast to draw attention to light and to what it illuminates. Here, however, with an intense though nonfocused light surrounding a substantial volume of darkness, the former served to emphasize the latter, not only as a space in which light was absent, but also as something that was itself perceivable. As Sorensen explains, we not only perceive the absence of light in such instances, but also see the dark: "we directly perceive darkness just as we directly perceive shadows. Shadows are somewhat less puzzling because there is typically a combination of light and dark. But I argue that complete darkness is merely shadow unbounded by light."
26
Although the dark of Mrs. Jarrett's afternoons was bounded by light in some respect, it was not directed toward a reflecting surface that might have disrupted it or dappled it into shadows. Looking at darkness as a thing in and of itself was to engage a visual field with a consciousness of seeing, but without content for it to apprehend. As Sorensen notes, "[s]ight only requires sensitivity to light" and not the assumption of what it might reveal for inspection.
27 Mrs. Jarrett's afternoons thus made us sensitive to the very oddness of ourselves as watching, witnessing beings.
As suggested, when Bassett moved, inflecting her speech with shrugs and minor gestures, her arms and shoulders were occasionally swallowed by the darkness. During the garden scenes the cyclorama that was hung at the back of the stage was a screen giving the illusion of depth through the reflections and color saturation of the light that was projected on it. Like the blackness of the paintings discussed earlier, it could still be discerned as a surface in its own right. By contrast, to look at the darkness behind Bassett and beyond the light frames was to have a sense of space rather than surface, even if that space was impenetrable to vision. As Sorensen explains, seeing a shadow (or in this case darkness) is already to infer its spatiality. Bounded by the glowing double frame of filaments, the darkness not only occupies the area within and beyond them, but determines its own. The seeming totality of the darkness is of course an effect of contrast provided by these lights. However, it is worth remembering the extent to which contrast, in the form of shadow, also provides three-dimensional perception of lit objects and spaces, so that, as Katherine Graham suggests, "[a] visual organization of space is made possible by the physiological principle that the eye will naturally be drawn to the brightest object in its field of vision."
28
While it is undoubtedly true that the eye was drawn to Bassett, the sheer scale and depth of the darkness behind her was also visually compelling. Looking through the space of the auditorium, one already perceived depth and dimension, and when one's vision reached the darkness it did not receive a report of a surface that reflected photic information back to the eye. With nothing (quite literally) in the way of what one might see, what appeared was depth, confirmed by the occasional absorption of Bassett's body. Although she was illuminated in front of the darkness, it was hard to perceive it as the ground against which her figure was perceived, in terms of the construction of the visual field established by the gestalt psychologists in the early twentieth century. Instead, Bassett's body seemed suspended both before and within a void-a space that, in its very darkness, was infinite.
In its absenting of representational qualities this seeming void was ripe for any number of metaphorical abstractions. It not only stood for nothing, but was so. The aesthetic collapse of what we might reasonably know or understand of a void or absence is a repeated trope in the work of Samuel Beckett, but could also be said to have begun much earlier in the history of avant-garde artists' responses to modernity, with the work of Russian-Polish Supremacist painter Kazimir Malevich being a case in point. Between 1915 and 1930 Malevich painted a series of four black squares, in which the appearance of "pure" color draws attention to the "non-objective world" and thus to how "the 'clear' and the 'unclear' (the conscious and the subconscious minds), stand to each other."
29 It is (and was) a revolutionary effort by the artist to free himself from a relationship to the objective, visible world of things and to imagine a new world:
in my desperate attempt to free art from the ballast of objectivity, I took refuge in the square form and exhibited a picture which consisted of nothing more than a black square. . . . The contours of the objective world fade more and more and so it goes, step by step, until finally the world "everything we loved and by which we have lived" becomes lost to sight.
No more "likenesses of reality," no idealistic images nothing but a desert! . . . But a blissful sense of liberating non-objectivity drew me forth into the "desert," where nothing is real except feeling . . . and so feeling became the substance of my life.
This was no "empty square" which I had exhibited but rather the feeling of nonobjectivity.
30
Suprematism, Malevich's revolutionary artistic project, refers to the proposed supremacy of form and color over representational content. In common with other artists of the Russian Futurist movement, his art sought to offer an experiential contrast to the everyday that was at once formal, absurd, and metaphysical. It could be suggested that there is a certain flippancy in allying the dark afternoons of Macdonald's production with abstract paintings from a century-old avant-garde, were it not for the theatricality of the black square itself. 
32 The design for the costume of the character of The Pallbearer is dominated by a black square that makes up his torso, echoed by another that masks his right eye. Even more striking is the appearance of a curtain featuring a square divided into black and white triangles that was torn open to announce the beginning of act 2, revealing "the new world of the 'tenth land. '" 33 Returning to the designs in 1915, Malevich identified the black squares of his sets and costumes as a significant innovation in his understanding of his artistic project more broadly. In a letter to Matiushin, in which he suggested illustrations for the publication of the libretto of Victory over the Sun, Malevich proposed that a black square should form a front curtain at the very beginning of the work, placing it at the very center of his thinking about his aesthetic of both painting and theatre: " For all its "terrific force," neither Malevich's black squares nor their inheritors, such as Ad Reinhardt's "black paintings," can escape their dimensionality. Despite allusions toward depths that occasionally trick the eye, they are inescapably two dimensional-tied, despite the efforts of Malevich's vaulting prose, to the representation of that which they are not. The enframed darkness of Escaped Alone shows only what it is-nothing-whereas the blackness of Malevich's painting cannot avoid being seen as a property of the thing it belongs to (the painting). The appeal of Vantablack to artists like Kapoor is perhaps that the light-and eye-baffling properties of the new material serve to confuse the sense to which an artwork might connect with the geometry perceived in the wider field of vision. What is at stake in Escaped Alone is darkness, a property of nothing but space. To look at the darkness that Mrs. Jarrett appears to hover just in front of is to perceive something on the very edge of tangibility. As a multimodal sense, touch pertains to shape and depth alongside texture, temperature weight, and so on, and the apprehension of some of these qualities in perceiving the darkness as something that could be "touched" in principle (that is, because it can be seen to be spatial) gives the darkness an affective charge. This avowed nothing is on the verge of something. The chaos and social collapse described by Bassett in Mrs. Jarrett's afternoons, in which "some shot flaming swans, some shot their children," might just be within reach behind her, reaching out toward us. 35 Even as the audience sits, bathed in the glow of safety lighting, the onstage darkness feels proximate.
Andrew Sofer suggests that "most of the event we call theater depends on what might be called felt absences."
36 Although the absences he discusses are largely a matter of dramaturgical structure rather than material or phenomenological content, there is more than metaphor at stake here. As Daniel Heller-Roazen explains, sensing is intermodal, not only in the interplay among the differing faculties, but also in the "perception of the existence of the perceptual faculty, which persists both in the presence and in the absence of sensible qualities."
37 Understood on this basis, seeing darkness engages a kind of touch or feeling of absence or nothingness. Furthermore, as philosopher and cognitive scientist Shaun Gallagher affirms, seeing is itself an intermodal system in which "proprioception and vision are already in communication with each other. In certain cases, what I see automatically gets translated into a proprioceptive sense of how to move."
38
As I now turn to discuss this in relation to my second example, seeing darkness invites a sense of movement, in which vision and comportment are linked along the lines of the proprioceptive awareness that Gallagher and Heller-Roazen present. Considered thus, the movements and sensuality of acts of seeing are as rich with possibilities for meaning as are the politics of representation that mark much discourse concerned with visuality and visual culture.
Looking in Darkness
Although Escaped Alone deployed a conventional presentation format in which the audience faced a proscenium arch behind which the action took place, other theatremakers have sought to exploit the enveloping properties of darkness as means of exploring otherness. In Britain a significant trend of theatre in the dark has emerged over the last two decades. Helped in part by a corresponding interest in immersive modes of engaging audiences in performance, these works find a common point of origin in the "Playing in the Dark" season staged by Battersea Arts Centre (BAC) in 1998-itself a response to the Dark/Noir series at the Avignon Festival five years previously.
39 The BAC series is significant not only for the number of darkened works that the theatre has staged since then, but also because of the precedent it was able to set in relation to the interpretation of health and safety legislation regarding the extinguishing of safety lighting. Furthermore, the performances staged in this season demonstrated an appetite among audiences for sustained immersion in darkness. As I have argued elsewhere, the concurrent development of sophisticated digital soundscapes by companies like Sound&Fury, whose work was initiated by "Playing in the Dark," lends an imaginative depth and texture to theatre-in-the-dark performance. Moreover, the collapse of visible spatial (and thus also social) boundaries opens aesthetic and political potentials in audiences' experience of the work that lit conditions might paradoxically obscure.
40
Scenographic innovators like Leone de' Somme had recognized the intensifying effect for onstage illumination of a differential auditorium darkness in the Italian Renaissance of the sixteenth century, but the widespread use of darkness by design became more fully realized in the hands of nineteenth-century theatre managers like Henry Irving. Irving not only utilized auditorium darkness to intensify the effect of lighting onstage-a condition now so widely used it often appears to be a common denominator of theatrical practice-but he also introduced the blackout, both as a replacement curtain to cover scene changes and as a device by which to effect physical and psychological movements.
41 As Alice Rayner explains, "[t]he blackout not only signifies a nothingness; it is a nothingness set in a visual register. . . . It marks a point of leave-taking and a return of visibility that, in returning, takes on the idea of the uncanny, the return of the repressed. . . . What happened in the interim? And what, exactly, has returned?"
42 As much as it is a functional counterpoint to dramatic action, the blackout also serves as a visual experience in its own right, however brief it may be.
While blackouts tend to be relatively brief, more extended loss of light in theatre-inthe-dark performances not only further defers the return of visibility, but also draws visibility per se into question. Who and what is there in the darkness, and how should we know them, or it, if not by vision? If vision rests not only on light reflected on the retina, but also on the distance needed to focus and the contrast (or difference) necessary to determine position and dimension, are moral or political senses of distance, difference, and position collapsed or at least shifted in these extended darknesses? Furthermore, is there any significance in asking them after a performance that involves looking within rather than at darkness, as was the case with Escaped Alone? As I have suggested in respect of Escaped Alone, looking at such a large volume of darkness is to be placed on the threshold of participatory action, weighing the potential for a tactile engagement, and renders even viewing of the work from fixed auditorium seats motile and dynamic. Theatre-in-the-dark performance often seeks to engender the experience or sensation of movement that is uncanny, in that there are no visual registers to confirm or deny what aural or tactile senses might affirm as stability, and it does not rest on a return to the light, pace Rayner's account of the blackout. In David Rosenberg and Glen Neath's Ring, for example, on entering the theatre audience members are given a pair of headphones with a radio receiver. Throughout an hour or so of pitch darkness, binaurally recorded voices make unnatural shifts in location, from up-close to suddenly and impossibly distant, thus disturbing the participant's sense of space and never quite giving or sustaining a ground on which the participant could find their bearings, always being drawn somewhere else, both in and out of oneself. "The ear is the organ that connects the intimate and the public," writes Peter Sloterdijk. "In the wall-less house of sounds," he asserts, "humans became the animals that come together by listening."
43 However, we should be wary of valorizing the collapse of those intimate and public states into each other, and of attributing some special power for bringing this about to the theatre. Rather than a fantasy of a state of public intimacy, such performances stage the confusion of that connection between the intimate and the public sensorially, to try and make it difficult before, and indeed if we are to decide that it is one worth having. In this respect theatrical darkness is a kind of threshold state, in which audiences and performers encounter each other at the limit of appearance.
The removal of sight by darkness is often described anecdotally (by the sighted) as a state of "blindness." As noted above, darkness does not remove vision, but rather its familiar objects and its medium-light. As I turn now to consider performance in darkness in terms of Sehgal's This Variation, it is important to bear in mind that my discussion relates primarily to sighted rather than blind experience, although in making this clarification I am not seeking to deny that blind spectators might also engage with something of the experiences I seek to describe.
Sehgal is a British-German choreographer and artist whose work is predominately exhibited within fine-art contexts. It is marked by a concern for ephemerality and interaction, and in his willful denial of documentation by a challenge to the permanence and commerce of "things" that would otherwise seem to predominate in both the economy and ecology of museum and gallery exhibitions. In works like These Associations Sehgal stages performative encounters in which a carefully cast group of "ordinary people" (collectively, they appear to reflect a variety of ages, genders, ethnicities, and backgrounds) move purposefully through the exhibition space in choreographed sequences, chanting, humming, and occasionally breaking out individually to engage an onlooker in conversation. Neither these sequences nor the conversations are recorded by the gallery, and at the Palais de Tokyo presentation of These Associations in 2016, photography by visitors was actively discouraged. Whether Sehgal's work merits particular acclaim as either choreography or visual art has been the subject of some debate. Viewed against the experiments with "pedestrian" performance of the Judson Church collective, for example, or Allan Kaprow's Happenings-both of which sought to blur and decommodify art and life-some of the claims toward its exceptionalism seem naïve at best.
44 However, those past works were themselves ephemeral, and the historical and cultural conditions of their production differ from those in which Sehgal has presented. Rather than review and critique his entire oeuvre and aesthetic (which is well beyond the scope of this essay), I address the quite particular use of darkness in This Variation, one of the pieces "exhibited" (although it might be better described as "produced" or "performed") at the Palais de Tokyo's Carte Blanche à Tino Sehgal retrospective. Sehgal has actively resisted the categorization of his works as "theatre," arguing that "[t]heatre belongs to antiquity in the way that exhibitions belong to our times. Theatre addresses us as 'the people,' as a collective, while the exhibition addresses us as individuals." 45 I will return to this opposition later, but what links This Variation to theatre-what makes it unavoidably theatrical-is its invitation to its participants to engage in a rematerialized visual practice: rematerialized in that it calls the actuality of seeing back to the foreground of attention, and makes the physical sense of seeing (or not) a tangible part of the aesthetic experience. Furthermore, an effort to shape looking beyond its mundane or typical application links theatrical and artistic practice, as Georgina Guy attests: "[c]uratorial practice, like that of the theatre, has at its most basic a commitment to looking."
46 This Variation is theatrical, I argue, not only because communal events in darkness are indelibly indexed to it, but also, more significantly, because it draws its participants together in a place of seeing, or theatron, the Greek term in which "theatre" finds its root.
The Palais de Tokyo is a vast exhibition space in central Paris, just across the Seine River from the Eiffel Tower. Originally built for the Paris International Exhibition in 1937, its grand art-deco exterior belies the stripped-back space inside, in which the building's materials have been exposed, giving it a post-industrial feel at odds with the clean white surfaces so often associated with art exhibitions. Descending stairs from the entrance to the lower level where These Associations was staged during Carte Blanche à Tino Seghal, the audience entered into a huge, airy space, where despite the large volume of visitors to the exhibition (the queue for entry stretched around the building on the Saturday lunchtime of my visit), there was ample space for the performers to move. Above the low murmur of voices and the occasional humming of These Associations' company, muffled singing, chanting, and stamping could be heard. Passing down a darkening corridor just by the stairs, I was drawn by these sounds to This Variation.
Originally produced for the dOCUMENTA (13) contemporary art festival in Kassel in 2012, This Variation bore some resemblance to These Associations, in that performers moved through a space shared with visitors and, given the shifts in dynamic and direction of their activities, seemed to be following a basic choreographic framework. Various irregularities and slippages in what was most often a collective endeavor among them suggest that some degree of improvisation was involved. Coming to the end of the corridor, down which light had faded to gloaming, one made a left turn into a room that, initially at least, appeared to be entirely in darkness. My immediate desire was to reach out in front of me, partly out of a defensive instinct, but also because, in its apparent totality, the darkness itself verged on the tangible. Indeed, as Matthew Ratcliffe suggests, even feelings of nothingness, such as walking into the darkness with my hand raised and palm outward, can be considered as tactual experiences, even in the absence of anything to feel. Certainly, apprehension plays a part in this, as a premonitory sense of what "might" be before me under cover of darkness is a powerful feeling. In the absence of vision and encompassed by a darkness that has rendered even one's own body invisible, one's out-stretched hand takes up the nothingness. Despite this, as Ratcliffe notes, it is also the case that certain "kinds of tactual experience involve neither physical contact, nor the experience of physical contact. . . . [E]mpty space is not tactual nothingness; it has a distinctive kind of perceptual presence."
47
On passing down the corridor and entering, I had seen others, palms raised like mine, making their way into the darkness and thus could only assume that they were now in there somewhere too. This was affirmed by my ears in the first instance, and then also my palm, back, shoulders, and feet. The space was also alive with the sound of performers singing, chanting, clapping, and stamping, and as I became aware as I attuned to the environment, with their movement through the space. This movement was more than just shifts of position within the room; it was full-bodied, exploratory, and dynamic.
Sehgal has disavowed "dance" as a description of his work, and refers to the performers he works with as "interpreters" of the instructions or patterns they are given. Despite this, as Antje Hildebrandt argues, these sequences remain within the compass of choreography, not least because they rest on "familiar exercises from the dance and drama studio and rehearsal room" and were designed to encourage spatial play and group interaction and exchange.
48 Perhaps owing to the familiarity of some of the exercises, I felt a mix of resistance and an urge to join in. Whether others did or not was impossible to gauge, but what was made present was a sense of collective purpose and participation.
49 Initially, although it was tempting to try and stand still to avoid any potential collisions, I found myself moving through the room, not quite in concert with the performers though following particular lines of intention nevertheless as they moved through the darkened spaces singing and chanting. These were vocal movements that shifted from recognizable, a cappella versions of popular songs, to scat singing and beatboxing, and occasional interpellations of spoken monologues. In the darkness these voices were sensed as resounding in space rather than produced by individual bodies. Although particular voices could be discerned, the flow, harmony, and call and response among them-their movement-were what one's attention was attuned to; however, this is not to suggest that the visual sense was inactive as a result. As Sorensen explains, we do see in the dark, but not what or how we would normally expect, and in the "house of sounds" established by This Variation this was a seeing qualified by listening. Tim Ingold has presented the close interaction of visual and aural attention as a means by which either becomes "active" beyond the mere receipt of modal information:
If hearing is a mode of participatory engagement with the environment, it is not because it is opposed in this regard to vision, but because we "hear" with the eyes as well as the ears. In other words, it is the very incorporation of vision into the process of auditory perception that transforms passive hearing into active listening. But the converse also applies: it is the incorporation of audition into the process of visual perception that converts passive spectating into active looking or watching. My vision was in the darkness of The Variation and moving as the voices moved. Just as I would have to direct my gaze to confirm the source of a sound under lit conditions, this disposition remains in the darkness. My vision remained active and exploratory, directed to, and moving toward and with the sources and kinesis of voices. Moreover, it was a movement among movements; not only those of the shifting voices of the performers and the sense that their bodies were moving between positions with dynamic shifts of weight and force, but also of the shifting positions of other visitors within the room. Absorbed in This Variation's darkness, one's own movement became an inherent aspect of its aesthetic.
Carrie Noland underlines the significance of this sense of movement in making a case for what she calls "intransitive expression." 51 Where critical accounts of movement might usually look to establish the terms of an "external referent that the body's movement refers to," Noland looks instead to the dynamics of embodiment: timing, scope, intensity, and focus.
52 That these dynamics are necessarily engaged by and with others and with the environment, Noland suggests, places their embodiment "in an intersubjective milieu before that embodiment enters a narrative, a conventional, socially defined relation to the other."
53 It would be tendentious to suggest that because the darkness of This Variation resists the location of external referents for its movements that it is somehow freed from the burden of representation. As Johnson argues, performance practices are "ghosted by ideas, identities, and histories that may evade full representation." 54 However, it does mean that the sensing of the dynamics of one's own visual movement takes on a significance beyond its usual supporting role. In the darkness my own sensing and movement became as significant a part of the overall aesthetic of the work as the singing and movement of the performers.
This sense of oneself sensing was further reinforced when, after around ten minutes, the darkness began to give way to a vague and fluctuating light, first at the upper edges of the space, but then slowly revealing silhouettes in the gloom before (again slowly) beginning an irregular cycle of fading in and out. Tim Ingold complains that the majority of the literature on vision attends to its perception of surfaces to the exclusion of the medium that supports it in doing so-light. Although it is commonly agreed that we do not see light per se, he contends that the experience of light is "ontologically prior to the sight of things." 55 Sight is not only of things in other words, but necessarily also in a medium that affords it: "[i]n visual, as indeed in auditory and haptic perception, we open ourselves up to the medium, and this opening is experienced as light, as well as sound and feeling."
56 As my own argument has begun to suggest, darkness is itself a medium, but in the fluctuation of This Variation's light from gloom to blackout and back again my opening to it (in Ingold's terms) was sensitized and acute. Although the light permitted some basic dimensions of the room and the bodies occupying it to become visible, they were rarely so for long, and were so as little more than shadows and silhouettes. Their movement in and out of darkness and light, and my own sensory awareness of it, was at least as significant as the revelation or occlusion of forms. As insubstantial as this was, as Herbert Blau proposed, such basic play with the opening of appearance and disappearance to perception is inherently theatrical: "[w]e know from Shakespeare that it is possible to make, in theater, much ado about nothing. . . . Nothing may come of nothing, but it would also be precise to think of that replicated nothing as a substantive ado." 57 Furthermore, it is an ado in which one finds one's own "intransitive expression" in a medium that accommodates, rather than differentiating others. Whatever sense of self there was was indelibly bound to others, who were also finding a substantial nothing in the darkness.
In his editorial introduction to the 2001 special issue of Theatre Journal on "Theatre and Visual Culture," David Román suggested that theatre studies itself is perhaps to blame for its relative absence from the growing corpus of interdisciplinary studies concerned with visual culture and visuality. In line with Jonas Barish's argument that anti-theatrical prejudice is nowhere so lively as within theatrical circles, Román identifies a latent Aristotelian anti-ocular-centricity in the discipline-a distaste for spectacle, and a favoring of text in its place. Certainly, given the extent to which theatre studies discourses so often rush to textual and theoretical commentaries at the expense of the material substance of the play that we paradoxically continue to fetishize as "the thing," his point seems well-founded, although it is worth remembering that Aristotle refers us to the persuasive powers of speech rather than text per se. Furthermore, the textual model of culture, which the visual studies that piqued Román's interest are often said to displace, is itself predicated on a bodily practice: that of reading.
58 Reading a text involves not only the viewing position that it articulates for the mind's eye, but also an actual positioning and comportment necessary to reading, which in turn structures perception, as Don Ihde explains:
It is a perception which, normally, carries with it a dampening of bodily motion, a fixed place for its object, an enhancement of the visual, and the privileging of an elevated or overhead position. This praxis is never explicit, although it is implicitly taught and followed. It becomes a way of "being-in-the-world" particularly within literate cultures which become "modern."
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Certainly, it is a mistake to assume that we "read" images as we do text, as Mitchell has shown.
60 Nevertheless, the embodied visual praxis underscored by reading has the potential to affect how such matters are seen. Leaving text and reading to one side, what is instructive about Ihde's argument is that it draws attention once more to not only what we see, but also to how we do so. Mitchell's "chiastic reversal" of the "visual construction of the social field" speaks to this. Whether reading the world as text, or picturing it, we are attuned to not only construct certain sorts of mental representations accordingly, but also to assume and employ particular modes of embodiment that support them. The exercise of theatre studies (itself a particular mode of looking) might benefit, I propose, from turning more regularly to the complexity of the visual practices that performance invites, in consideration of how, as well as what we see alongside its social and historical construction. As the performances considered in this essay have sought to explore, looking in or at theatrical darkness within a wider social milieu of illumination is to experience a "chiastic reversal" of the conditions of visibility that pertain in the social and political situations that their audiences return to. Given the shifts in sensing distance, difference, and position that darkness effects in contrast to the lit world, what potential might these embodied movements present to their moral or political extensions? Furthermore, as I have argued, in both Escaped Alone and This Variation theatrical darkness is experienced as a medium of vision, rather than as its object. The tantalizing possibility of Vantablack for artistic representations of darkness is not only that it baffles the eye in seeming to eradicate the appearance of a surface, but also that in doing so it places the viewer in a bodily, sensual relationship to darkness, as well as being suggestive psychologically or imaginatively. Even so, its darkness remains a property of the surface of the objects it covers, and as such is necessarily perceived as set apart from those who behold it. By contrast, the theatrical darknesses of Escaped Alone and This Variation are experienced as a medium or condition, and thus one that holds the potential for others that can also be seen, sensed, or supposed to be. By drawing the medium of seeing into the aesthetic foreground, such works present a threshold of possibility for shared, social experience that might otherwise be lost in the light. I do not claim that either Escaped Alone or This Variation sought to articulate or even deal directly with the social politics of darkness.
61 Rather, these endarkened occasions of theatrical seeing offer an important opportunity through which to (re) consider the aesthetic and affective dimensions of looking at and together with others. 61 What the social and political potential of darkness might entail is usefully summarized by Lepecki in Singularities: "it is not so much that one becomes a person or an individual endowed with free will, but rather one finds oneself as an impersonal, anindividual-elemental [sic] particle suspended in an all-encompassing, total space of freedom: dark-space-freedom" (65).
